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BOOK Title: “Where Do We GROW From Here”  

Subtitle: “Gardening & Easy To Do Recipes” 

 Where Do We GROW From Here is a combination; Gardening\Cookbook that has 

unique tips for growing 

beautiful edible flowers, 

nuts, herbs, fruits, and 

vegetables. It offers simple 

step-by-step recipes for 

making delicious dishes 

from the produce that’s 

easily grown and 

maintained in backyard 

gardens.  This innovative 

book also has QR Codes 

scattered throughout its 

pages that gives the reader 

special access to music 

videos, entertaining garden 

performances and fun 

cooking demonstrations.  

This book not only appeals to the home gardener and the home kitchen cook, but 

it also gives insightful tips for the professional gardener, as well as the   Master 

Chef.  

Where Do We GROW From Here? … is a “how-to” gardening and cookbook that 

showcases how the recent pandemic impacted people of every nation, creed, and 

color.  This book serves as a snapshot in time of how a large portion of the world’s 

population coped with the pandemic through gardening and cooking. Additionally, 

this book offers the home gardener and cook an easy-to-follow guide to growing 

and preparing the foods produced, fresh in your backyard gardens.  This beautifully 

illustrated book gives essential tips for growing edible flowers, fruits, and 

vegetables in an aesthetically pleasingly designed, yet functional garden.  It also 



offers surprisingly unique ways to easily prepare the various herbs, flowers, and 

freshly harvested produce; right in your own kitchens ... turning everyday meals 

into gourmet delicacies!   

Interwoven within the chapters, are delightful personal stories of the author’s more 

memorable garden and kitchen visits with many of his celebrity friends and chefs.  

The book has over 100 beautiful photographs of various home gardens, delicious 

dishes and organically grown fruits and vegetables.  This book takes you behind the 

scenes for an informative and entertaining peek into the phenomenally popular 

gardening and cooking communities and serves as a delightful “keepsake” for 

generations to come.   

 


